

From: Principal/Secretary

Phone No.2670 0838

E-mail – ahfsm.howrah@gmail.com

AZAD HIND FOUZ SMRITI MAHAVIDYALAYA
DOMJUR, HOWRAH.
[CO- ED. DEGREE COLLEGE]

NOTICE
The last date of submission of student’s declaration form extended up to 22.11.2020.
As per Order No. 915-Edn(CS)/10M-95/14, dated 01/11/2020 of Higher Education
Department, Govt. of West Bengal, all the 1st Semester admitted students of the present
session are hereby directed to submit a signed and scanned declaration ( Format attached)
within 22/11/2020 (by 11.00 pm) positively stating that they have taken admission in this
college and in one stream only, failing which, the registration of the student will be
cancelled/denied by the University Authority. The signed and scanned declaration should be
uploaded in the form given bellow.
Click on (Declaration uploading form)
By order

PRINCIPAL

DECLARATION (Honours Students)
I, ............................................., Application No.................... Transaction ID No...................., Department
..............................., hereby declare that at present I am admitted to exactly one subject in one stream of
AZAD HIND FOUZ SMRITI MAHAVIDYALAYA and that I have already cancelled my admission to any
other college if any. I also declare that I have submitted scanned copies of my Original Certificates and
Mark sheets and I will be able to produce these original documents as and when required by the Institution.
Also, I fully understand that my registration will stand cancelled if my information is found to be incorrect.

-------------------------------Signature

DECLARATION (General Students)
I, ............................................., Application No.................... Transaction ID No...................., Stream B.A.
General / B.Com. General (strike out which is not applicable), hereby declare that at present I am admitted
to exactly one stream of AZAD HIND FOUZ SMRITI MAHAVIDYALAYA and that I have already
cancelled my admission to any other college if any. I also declare that I have submitted scanned copies of
my Original Certificates and Mark sheets and I will be able to produce these original documents as and
when required by the Institution. Also, I fully understand that my registration will stand cancelled if my
information is found to be incorrect.

-------------------------------Signature

